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Maimuna's Marble tombstone ( 21st March 1174) found in Gozo between Xewktja and Sannat, now in the Gozo Museum. 
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The Islamic Era in the history of Malta is the pons 
asinorum of Maltese historiography. No other per­
iod of Maltese history is so fraught with admitted 
or hidden psychological complexes, with uncon­
scious fears and hates that imaginary skeletons in 
the national cupboard should become common pro­
perty to the delight and scorn of all. Much the same 
attitude once characterised other parts of the 
Mediterranean littoral which had lived for centuries 
under the hegemony of the Arabs during the High 
Middle Ages only to pass through the trauma of a 
Christian Reconquista and the alienation resulting 
from the subsequent technological and economic 
superiority of European culture. In Spain until re­
cently most of the leading scholars of Arab civili­
zation have been non-Spaniards, like R . Dozy, E. 
Levi-Provencal, H. Terrasse and C.-E. Dufourcq, 
but for several decades now Spaniards have been 
coming forward with great credit to their scholar­
ship , men like A. Gonzalez Palencia, R. Menendez 
Pidal, C. Sanchez Albornoz and Americo Castro, 
though the attitude of some might still verge on a 
love/hate relationship.1 In S icily the mighty 
achievement of Michele Amari still towers above all 
others, but much work has also been done by later 
Arabists like C. A. Nallino,2 F . Gabrieli 3 and U . 
Rizzitano: so that one can safely say that the tradi­
tional chauvinistic interpretation of Arab times is 
now relegated to the exponents of the." folKloristic 
puppet shows and the other denizens on the Sicilian 
'undergrowth of history '. 
Bibliographical Outline 
G . F. Abe1as and most later Maltese historians until 
recently6 have insisted in effect that the Muslim 
Arab rulers and their Christian Maltese subjects 
could have had nothing in common except pre­
sumably a fierce hatred of each other. Throughout 
early modern times Malta and the Maltese were 
caught up in the never ending crusade of the 
Knights against Islam on the one side and that of 
Islam's jihad against Christians on the other, and 
this is inevitably reflected in the interpretation 
Maltese historians traditionally give to the ir history 
'under the Arabs ' . Abela frequently preferred the 
secondary largely wishful accounts of Tommaso 
Fazell07 and Rocco Pirri s of the achievements of 
Count Roger in Malta to 1'vlalaterra's primary9 one 
because the latter's account seemed to him 'less 
probable' ; one might nowadays think that Abela could 
thus get rid of the Arabs quicker and earlier. 
Sebastiana Paoli's observation that Count Roger 
merely subjec ted Muslim Malta to the payment of 
tribme was rejected by Count Ciantar in 177210 
precisely because it contradicted in effect what 
Fazello and Pirri had written out of pure invention 
(their own or that of their sources) . Confusion and 
error also resulted in large measure from the in­
numerable forged documents produced with con­
summate industry by abate Giuseppe Vella in the 
later eighteenth century.11 Miege's account is in fact 
vitiated by his~ acceptance of some of the stuff put 
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into currency by Vella which he innocently found at 
second hand in a local manuscriptY G. A. Vassallo, 
commentmg on this information, is reasonably dif­
fident but seems to end up accepting much of it. 13 
A. A. Caruana's would-be major study is ruined by 
hIs belief that abate Vella could not have Imagined 
all the detailS his documents allegedly record and 
weaves them in together with the better established 
onc~.14 
In 1896 A. E. Caruana argued at tedious length 
that the Arabs were so tolerant 111 religion and so 
few in number that their stay 111 Malta left little 
mark on thc Island and its inhabitants. He also 
~tfl)ve to prove by unsound lmguistlc argument that 
the Maltese language was of PUl1JC not Arabic ori­
gin. 15 Much of this was echoed in excellent English 
by Augusto Bartolo in 1915. 16 Back m 1896, A 
Mayr had given the first adequate scholarly account 
of the Arab or l'vluslim period of Maltese history 
based on the documentation available at the time, 
but hIS opinions were ignored by most later Maltese 
historians until recently partly, perhaps, owing 
to their unfamiliarity with the German language.]7 
In fact, Ettore Rossi's introduction of a strong 
element of modern historical judgment on the Arab 
and Norman periods was probably more effective 
precisely because he wrote in Italian. 18 Recently, A. 
T . Luttrell reviewed the matter again on three 
occasions and also carried out a thorough investi­
gation of the 'invention' of the traditional 
accounts. 19 
Sources 
These are extremely scanty though not as much as 
Commendatore Abela seems to have thought.20 
Most of the brief references to Malta in the Arabic 
sources, both geographical and historical, have been 
used by M . Amari a century ago and appear in his 
Biblioteca Arabo-Sicula. 21 P. Minganti has recently 
reviewed them systematically and adds some infor­
mation and comments in the light of recent disco­
veries and scholarship .22 Mbarek Redjala sub­
sequently made a thorough study of most of them, 
comparing the texts with manuscript originals and 
adding several items, though none of much im­
port.23 One vital text he missed is available in the 
t ~A."'''' .''''_''
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Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Berlin, al­
ready published in Tunisia and possibly elsewhere 
and used by M. Taibi in his L'Emil'at Aghlabide. 24 
None of the fragments amounts to more than a 
couple of score words or so, most of them arc 
shorter, very laconic, even obscure and frequently 
of insecure relevance. Several merely repeat each 
other, and others are of late authorship and un­
known ultimate source. Possibly others remain to 
be discovered, perhaps in countries as far away as 
India, the final resting place of the holy literature 
of some of the Shi'lte sects derived from those 
which once dominated over Sicily as well as 
Malta.25 Nothing apparently has come out of the 
Geniza documents so eloquent on the commercial 
contacts of TUl1Jsia and Sicily in the High Middle 
Ages 26 
Archaeological discoveries for the Arab period 
have been dIsappointing so far. In 1881 the 
Saracenic Cemetery at the back of the Roman Villa 
began to be excavated, and the work was then 
resumed by Temi Zammit in the 1920's .27 The 
dated tomb-stones strangely enough belong to the 
Norman period. No prominent building survives at 
all from the so-called Arab period, no mosque - in 
fact, no structure of any kind. A few Muslim graves 
have been noted elsewhere on the island and the 
well-known Maimuna tombstone hales from 
GOZO.28 This has led several to discount completely 
the importance of the Muslim legacy in Malta, 
forgetting that even in Sicily surviving Muslim 
architectural traits can only be found on buildings 
of Norman age. 29 The reason may lie in the destruc­
tion which frequently is known to have accom­
panied the Christian re-conquest in Sicily, and also 
the perishability of the Maltese franca stone so 
widely used for building. It should also be noted 
that no systematic archaeological diggings have ever 
taken place on recognizable Muslim sites except for 
the Rabat cemetery already mentioned, and it is also 
hardly practical to carry out extensive archaeolo­
gical excavations at Mdina, the locality most likely 
to contain Muslim remains. Possibly much may be 
discovered at the Citadel of Rabat, Gozo, and con­
ceivably also in the unbuilt space outside Mdina, 
Malta, next to Rabat. In any case, the Saracenic 
pottery sequence should be established as early as 
possible. Typical Moorish dwelling plans could 
eventually possibly be discovered and recognized. 
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A Saracenic IOmbsl.One from the Muslim cemetery at Rabal, Malta (dated pOSI 1106-07) , wirh all inscription in modified Kufic characlers. 
Hundreds of Arab coins were discovered in 1698 
during the re-building of the Cathedral, destroyed 
in the earthquake of 1692, but they were melted 
down and sold as bullion to help in financing the 
work in progress. 30 A few specimens were saved 
but were then unfortunately donated to cardinals 
and others abroad and cannot now be traced any 
furtherY The Museums in Malta contain a number 
of gold coins of the Arab Era with writing on them 
in the Arabic script, as well as others dating back to 
Norman times, some with writing in both the 
Arabic and Latin scripts. Much more, apparently, 
is also to be found in private collections. But their 
provenance is insecure. Even if one could be sure 
that they were found in Malta or Gozo they would 
not themselves alone provide much information of 
an economic nature though they could possibly 
have a cultural significance. Their Arabic script 
itself is eloquent proof of the persistence of Arabic 
culture in Norman and Suabian times, and the 
Arabic phrases recorded to have existed on a num­
ber of the coins of the 1698 hoard could be taken as 
an indication of Shi'ite, probably Fatimid, in­
ftuence. 32 Had the whole hoard of 1698 survived or 
been properly recorded one should have been able 
to discover the year when it was hidden away, and 
associate it with some important event in Saracenic 
history such as, conceivably, the conquest of Malta 
by King Roger in 1127 or, even better, the final 
expulsion of the Muslims at an unknown date dur­
ing the first half of the thirteenth century. 
Of Christian sources, the letter of a monk refers 
to the imprisonment of the bishop of Malta at 
Palermo at the time of the fall of Syracuse to the 
Muslims in 878 A.D.33 Then, another monk, 
Goffredo Malaterra, provides a thousand word ac­
count in Latin of the coming of Count Roger to 
. Malta in 1090 A.D .34 Bishop Burchard on his way 
through Sicily in 1175 on an embassy to Saladin on 
behalf of his sovereign the Emperor, provides an 
important reference to the island:3s An imperial 
pardon of 119836 and an official report of 1240 
provide other side-lights on the communal relations 
between Christians and Muslims in the island. 37 
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They exhaust the whole list of relevant Christian 
documents. 
Pre-Arab Malta 
At the time of the arrival of the Arabs, Malta was 
under Byzantine rule. 38 The whole island had been 
Christian for centuries ; Christian tombs have sur­
vived from the period. The Byzantine rulers had a 
dux, or military leader, on the island, as well as a 
drungarios and archon, indicating that they had 
there an important naval station . It is unknown 
what language was spoken, except that Greek was 
probably the language of administration. A few 
Greek inscriptions have also survived. The argu­
ment that the common inhabitants spoke some form 
of Late Latin is weakened by the lack of adequate 
support from the place-names : possibly they still 
spoke some form of debased Punic. 39 
The Arab Invasion 
The invasion of Sicily started in 827 A .D. , but the 
conquest of the island was not achieved before 878, 
and even then a number of small Greek mountain 
towns in the Nebrodi mountains managed to retain 
some form of independence for much longer .40 It 
has long been known that the famous Arabic 
Chronicle of Cambridge puts the date of the Arab 
conquest of Malta at 29 August 870 A .D .4! Ibn 
Haldun42 puts it in the previous year, but Ibn al­
Athir43 explains that in 256 /870- 71 the Muslims of 
Sicily came to the relief of Malta then' besieged by 
the Byzantines, who withdrew when they heard of 
his coming. Apparently, therefore, in 870 Malta 
was already in Muslim hands. However, the precise 
date remains doubtful. Kitab aL-' Uyun speaks of the 
conquest of Malta in 256 /870-71 attributing it to 
the 28 August, only one day's difference from that 
of the Chronicle of Cambridge, admittedly a re­
markably close correspondence. But Kitab aL­
,Uyun 4 4 speaks of a conquest not a relief operation 
and cites the . inscription on the castle of Habashi at 
Susa which was recorded by Ibn al-Gazzar : 'All the 
hewn stones and marble columns in this castle were 
brought here from the conquest of Malta by 
Habashi son of'Umar", identified by M. Talbi45 with 
Ahmed bin 'Umar bin'Abd Allah bin Ibrahim bin 
al-Aghlab, the commandant of the Muslim fleet -
Habashi, or Abyssinian, being merely his nickname. 
Not only is the precise date of the capture of 
Malta therefore somewhat dubious in the best 
Muslim authorities, several historians have allowed 
themselves to be misled by abate Vella's fabrica­
tions and have reviewed various other possible 
dates and they give detailed accounts of would-be 
Muslim assaults in 833 and 836 A.D. These include 
both Miege and G. A . VassaJlo. 46 Much later and 
completely independently Ettore Rossi came to the 
conclusion that it was unlikely that the Muslims 
would have refrained from attacking Malta until 
869 A.D. 47 when their invasion of Sicily had started 
so much before, pointing out that Ibn al-Athir 
records the despatch of a Sicilian Muslim fleet 
'against the islands' , presumably the islands near 
Sicily and therefore probably including the Maltese 
islands. It would be highly interesting to find out 
whether abate Vella could possibly have known 
of this passage, whether directly or indirectly. Of 
course, a reading of Maltese history which posited 
an early occupation or conquest and a long period 
of co-habitation of the earlier inhabitants with their 
conquerors, whether before or after 869 A .D., 
would necessarily mean that many of Malta's pre­
Arabic place-names should have survived the Arab 
settlement, whatever happened to the original 
inhabitants afterwards. Since 99(/:, of the Maltese 
placenames recorded in fourteenth, fifteenth and 
sixteenth century documents are undoubtedly of 
Semitic origin, this would surely mean that the 
pre-Arabic language itself belonged to the Semitic 
group of,languages, inevitably some form of Late­
Punic. 4R 
If, however, the first conquest of Malta only took 
place in 869 and the Maltese Christians showed any 
complicity with a Byzantine liberating force only 
one year later, one could expect the Muslim forces 
to show them little or no mercy . An expulsion of 
the few thousand inhabitants in the circumstances 
cannot be ruled" out, and would become highly 
probable if only one were certain that their 
language had long ceased to be Punic, and was 
either Late Latin or Greek, since one would expect a 
large proportion of the placf-names to reflect this fact, 
and that their subsequent dearth could not other­
wise be explained. The Semitic nature of the pre­
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In 	 by St. Paul himsdf, but several Christian symbols 
were found and, spectacularly, graffiti showing a 
man wearing a monk's cowl, the world Paulus, and 
a Roman vessel. Since recent and not So recent 
it 	 'tradition' had already associated the site with the 
j coming.· of that apostle to the island, in effect these 
finds could be taken as proof of its continuity down 
the near-two thousand years that have elapsed since 
those events. Unfortunately, the finds have been 
completely rejected by Margarita Guarducci, whose 
authority in Christian epigraphy is of the highestY 
In addition, one may point out that the place­
name 'Milqi' does not go back more than some 350 
years, being represented in late medieval documents 
by 'Bundichi', a Christian surname still extant in 
1417, the place-name Beniarad has nothing to do 
with 'Bin il-Werriet' as claimed, and 'Venerand' is 
merely a variant of Beniarad, a mere palaeogra­
phical error.58 
The Christian Semitic vocabulary of the Maltese 
language has been adduced as evidence for the 
continuity of Christianity on the grounds, pre­
sumably, that it was introduced before the arrival of 
the Arabs and that it could not have been rein­
troduced in post-870 times because it did not exist 
in Muslim Arabic. It can, however, be said that 
there is no evidenc~ of the former and that a 
Christian vocabulary can be found throughout the 
A silver ring with inscription 'Rabbi Alia W dhid' found in the 
Rabat cemetery . 
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Arab world wherever the need for it arose - in 
Spain, for example, where it is claimed, the Bible 
itself was translated into Arabic by the Bishop of 
Seville early in the eighth century for the use of 
Mozarabs,s9 where a thirteenth century vocabulary 
of Arabic in use among missionaries endeavouring 
to proselytise among the solidly Muslim population 
of Valencia contains words like 'maghmudija' , 'iq­
rar' and 'tqarban'60 and where in 1506 an Arabic 
Christian Doctrine was issued for the use of the 
forcibly converted Arabic speaking ex-Muslims of 
Granada.61 From Sicily a beautifully written Psalter 
of the year 1153 with three parallel texts in Greek, 
Latin and Arabic, has survived showing that even 
there the Church was finding it necessary and pos­
sible to cater for speakers of Arabic. 61b 
Islam in Malta 
There is no doubt that for some three centuries 
Islam was the religion of the majority, if not the 
absolute totality, of the Maltese inhabitants . Even 
as late as 1175 Bishop Burchard, on his way to 
Saladin as the representative of the Emperor, when 
passing through Sicily apparently without touching 
at Malta, reported that the island was inhabited by 
SaracensY Numerous Muslim tombs have been 
found, about a hundred in the Rabat cemetery 
alone, some with twelfth century dates, including 
the well-known Maimuna tombstone from Gozo of 
1174.63 No remains of mosques or other specifically 
Muslim buildings have, however, been discovered. 
Still, as already noted, the same can be said of 
Sicily. where practically none of the Muslim archit­
ectural remains dates back strictly to the Arab 
period but merely to that of the Normans, and yet it 
is known that large tracts of the island had been 
thoroughly Islamicized by the time of the Norman 
re-conquest. 
The Arabization of the Maltese Islands 
It is at present universally admitted by linguists 
that the Maltese language is derived from Arabic 
without any of the much talked about Punic ele­
ments once claimed for it. The Arabs arriving 
mainly from Sicily brought with them a form of 
sent place-names would , in that case, be attri­
butable directly and solely to a re-peopling of the 
island by Arabic speakers who were not necessarily 
directly of Arab ethnic origin. Though the mass 
expulsion of conquered inhabitants was rarely re­
sorted to by Muslim conquerors, stern punitive 
measures were undoubtedly taken at the time of the 
final conquest by Habashi, as is evident from the 
inscription at Susa recorded by Ibn al-Gazzar (ob. 
1004). Soon afterwards the bishop of Malta is 
found incarcerated at Palermo,49 and archaeological 
sites in Malta at San Pawl Milqi and at Tas-Silg 
have both shown signs of destruction at levels cor­
responding to the arrival of the Arabs. 50 Much 
disruption of normal life must have occurred, but it 
is impossible to judge its extent. Undoubtedly, 
Maltese Christians must have joined the multitude 
of refugees fleeing from Sicily before the Arab 
advance to safer places like Calabria on the main­
land. It should also be remembered that so many 
treasure hoards of Byzantine coins were discovered 
in the late Middle Ages in Malta as in Sicily that 
such hoards were invariably supposed in both 
islands to consist of moneta Heleniana even when, 
as in 1698, they can be shown to have consisted, 
at least in part, of Muslim coins instead. 5 7 
Survival of Christianity 
This, of course, is largely tied up with the physical 
fate of the original inhabitants: how many had fled, 
were e'xpelled or massacred during the invasion or in­
vasions? InNorth Africa Christianity s-urvived 
down to the eleventh century in a few places; 
throughout the L evant several communities of 
Christians survived down to the present day. In 
Sicily, Christianity survived largely only in the hill 
towns west and south of Messina, towns which even 
managed to maintain a shadowy indeper;dence for 
very much longer than the rest of the island. 52 In 
Malta and Gozo, no archaeological evidence of the 
practice of Christianity has been found for centuries 
after the Muslim invasion - no churches, paintings 
or statues belong to this period, and there are no 
known Christian graves either." ) 
AI-Qazwini (ca. 1203-83), who had access to 
earlier partly lost sources, reports that after the 
Muslim year 440 (1048-49) Malta was attacked by 
the Byzantines, who demanded the women and 
possessions of the inhabitants. S4 The Muslims took 
stock of the situation and discovered that they were 
outnumbered by their slaves. They therefore pro­
posed that the latter should join them in resisting 
the Byzantines; if successful they would give them 
their liberty and what they owned should be shared 
with them. Otherwise they would all be killed. 
Agreement was reached and the islanders resisted 
the Byzantines as a combined force. God g1'anted 
them victory; they beat the Byzantines and routed 
them. The slaves obtained their freedom and the 
Maltese subsequently became so powerful that the 
Byzantines never again dared to attack them. One 
should note that Qazwini's text never once refers to 
Christian inhabitants, but merely to the ghabtd, or 
'slaves' of the 'freemen' . Most Maltese historians, 
however, have preferred to interpret the incident as 
a political and social pact between the Muslim 
rulers and their Christian Maltese subjects - who 
would no doubt have been called Mozarabs in 
Spain. But why should they have expected the same 
death from the invaders as their Muslim rulers if 
the invasion succeeded? Would Christians, in fact, 
have helped their Muslim rulers against a Byzantine 
liberating force? Could they have been trusted suffi­
ciently by their erstwhile masters? How could the 
Muslim free popUlation have possibly subsequently 
granted freedom and equality to a servile Christian 
population which outnumbered it? Count Roger in 
1090 could hardly have refrained from granting 
supremacy in the island to the Christian community 
if it existed and was larger than the Muslim one, 
and yet his secretary Malaterra failed to refer to any 
such Christians at all. It would make much more 
sense if one understood the word ghabid to refer to 
a subject population, perhaps indeed partly of in­
digenous origin, already Islamicized and Arabized -
Muwallads not Mozarabs. This would fit precisely 
all that is known about the two episodes of 1048-49 
and 1090 and would also explain the lack of 
archaeological evidence for the survival of 
Christianity. S5 
In 1966 a preliminary report on the excavations 
at San Pawl Milqi came out with remarkable claims 
which stirred the popular imagination. 56 Not only 
was a 'holy weI!' found and 'identified' with the one 
used for baptising the first Christians on the island 
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spoken Arabic probably very close to the one then 
spoken in Tunisia, substantially different from Classi­
cal Arabic, having already lost all forms of the verb 
other than the Indicative and Imperative, and most 
forms of nunation in the nouns, with the dual also 
becoming relatively rare and the prefixes of the verb 
in the Imperfect taking the maghribi formation. One 
can retain that since then the morphology of the 
language has remained more conservative than the 
Tunisian dialect itself, but the syntax has continued 
to change through the influence of European pat­
terns of sentence construction. On the other hand, 
certain curious formations in morphology and syn­
tax tend, somewhat confusingly, sometimes to be 
attributed to an eastern influence - Lebanese, for 
example - on the Maltese language. 64 
The extent of the Arabization of Malta is shown 
by the thoroughly Arabic character of the local 
place-names, practically everyone of the few words 
of Latin or Greek origin in th~m, (eg. F orn, Xlendi, 
Stabal) having become part of the Arabic lexicon 
throughout the Arab world. On the other hand, 
systematic study is revealing a surprising number of 
references in the place-names th emselves to Greek 
personal na.mes (Hal K irkop - Rahal Percopu; Wied 
Incita - Wi,~d Nikita or N icetas; T a' Xbiex - Ta' 
Sabas) which, taken together with the surnames of 
G reek origin (eg. Cachia, Callus, Cumbo, perhaps 
Grixti and Schembri) m ight indicate the persistence 
of a substratum of persons with Greek names or 
surnames. The latter, however, might be of Norman 
or even post-Norman age. 65 , Careful comparison 
with name frequency in S icilian chronological se­
quences might yet provide impor tan t evalu ative 
information on the probable dating of such names 
in Malta itself in spite of the obvious hazards 
involved . In any case, inhabitants who had accepted 
assimiiation to the Arabs would not have u sually 
retained their pre-Arab Greek n ames, but would 
have replaced them with normal Arab ones. 
The place-names both in Malta and Gozo also 
refer to scores of Arab personal names, as can be 
shown through an examination of the names of 
Muslim serfs in Norman Sicily (eg. Mari uq, 
Bugibba, Ghallis , 20nqor, Guasri, Salama) . It is 
clear, also, that several of th e traditional Maltese 
surnames started off as Arabic personal names of 
various types (eg, Sammut, Xerri, Ghaxaq, 
Buhagiar, Said, Agiu s) .66 In the fifteenth century 
Malta still had numerous persons with names of 
obvious Arabic origin which 'died out' in the next 
century or so (eg. Muhammed, Hakim, Hafaride, 
Xara, Qutiti, Mahanuc and Mohtar)Y Not only is 
Arabic frequently necessary to understand what was 
meant by place-names like Marsa Muxet , the port 
of the (animal) wintering-places, Torba, the grave, 
Hamiem, 'the public washing place or bath, Migar 
(or Mgarr, as ·it is now invariably written), the 
water-courses, but it is also sometimes necessary to 
know something of Arab and Muslim ways for a 
full understanding of names like Grtabidnur, the 
Slave of the Light, or Bi~ Jahlef, Jahlef's well, both 
referring to the Almighty, a fact which, inciden­
tally, would rule out the authenticity of Bir Jahleb, 
a mere corruption of the former. 68 
Moorish styles of architecture must have pre­
dominated. As late as 1536 Quintinus wrote in the 
first printed description of Malta that apart from 
the city of Mdina and some houses in~the suburb of 
Rabat, 'one would take all the rest for African 
huts'.69 In fact, fifteenth century documents reveal 
that the medieval town house had its miglis, or 
sitting room, apparently quite different from the 
sala, or European styIe reception room.70 In ad­
dition' the word mzglis is to be found in rural place­
names indicating better its later persistence in a 
traditional peasant setting.71 N o doubt, originally 
they would have had their dukkiena, or stone bench , 
along the wall, on which vis itors sat or reclined , 
Roman fashion , on brightly coloured home-made 
mats, and on which they could also, in inner rooms 
spread their mattresses at night. 72 This explains 
why even in the late fifteenth century, detailed 
property inventories practically never included 
chairs and hardly ever more than one proper bed of 
Eu ropean style,73 This also exp lains the other fre ­
quent references to 'mattresses sewn according to 
the custom of the Maltese ', mattresses which could 
be ro lled up and put away during the day-time. 
In the late fifteenth century one of the better 
houses at Mdina had its cammara, its sala, its 
courtyard and its sikzfa. 7 4 Another town house of 
the same period belonging to Jews had the sikyfe, a 
kitchen, a room downstairs called the migilisi facing 
the entrance tp the tenement (therefore facing the 
sikzfa) and various adjoining rooms belonging to 
other persons, a cistern, a stable, and several rooms 
over them all and the sikifa. 75 None of this could be 
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understood without some knowledge of -Moorish 
traditional buildings which looked out onto a court­
yard entered through a covered passage-way called 
the siklfa, a term in use also in Sicily76 and still in 
use in Tunis both in the fifteenth century and 
-nowadays. 77 Incidentally, though normally in Malta 
and frequently in Gozo notaries referred to house 
sites as locum domorum or tenimentum domorum, in 
Gozo they frequently preferred to use the words 
cartile domorum even as late as the early sixteenth 
century.78 
Arabic Poetry from Malta 
A small number of remarkable poems in Classical 
Arabic written by Maltese poets during the first 
half of the twelfth century has survived mainly in 
an anthology of Arabic poetry from Sicily, a copy of 
which is to be found in the Bibliotheque Nationale of 
Paris.79 As is to be expected, the spoken form.of the 
language was not used for literary purposes, not 
even for any of the grave inscriptions of the same 
century. The poems were all published by Michele 
Amari more than a century ago mostly in Italian 
versions only. They were first translated into 
Maltese from I talian by Mr. J .. Cassar Pullicin080 
and 	after him first into English then into Maltese 
by the present writer and his co-author, Fr. M. 
Fsadni, O.P.81 According to Abu I-Qasim Ibn 
Ramadan al-Maliti, 'Qald Yahya of Malta had a 
figure made by a mathematician [mechanic] by which 
one could tell the time of the day by means of balls, 
and 	I then told Abdallah ibn al-Samati al-Maliti, 
"Continue this line" .82 
The girl throws the balls: 
And al-Samanti continued: 
through her the 
hearts are gladdened, 
As if he who made her had already risen to 
heaven. 
And had examined the celectial spheres for the 
secret of the zod iac and the ecliptic .' 
The following two epigrams were written by Abd 
ar-Rahman ibn Ramadan called ai-Qadi though he 
never served as a judge; he is identified by Amari 
with Abu al-Qasim ibn Ramadan al-Maliti just 
mentioned. 83 His contemporary critics judged that 
he had 'a sea of ideas and a bubbling fount of inspi­
ration ' . He wrote much verse in praise of King 
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Roger requesting permission for his return to b 
Malta but never obtaining more than empty pro­
mises. 
(a) 	He whom I visited became haughty and kept his 
door shut, leaving me outside, but did not hide 
himself from others. 
Before 	he recognised me he set out cloths of 
India and China [in my honour]. 
From him sprang all my troubles. Would that I 
were dead before this happened. 
(b) 	The friends of your fortune, see that you wel­
come them as enemies, with arms in hand. 
Do not let the smile delude you, should it appear 
on their face. 

The sword kills you while it gleams. 

Utman ibn 'Abd ar-Rahman called Ibn as-Susi 
was born in Malta where he had his relatives; Malta 
was the source of his inspiration and there he 
cultivated his talents and learnt the humanities 
from his father. 84 Afterwards he went to Palermo, 
choosing it as his second home and found peace 
there, reaching the age of above seventy and he had 
several sons. His poems were praised for their sane 
ideas, their pretty form and good taste. The follow­
ing consists of two fragments of the elegy which 
'Utman himself recited to the author of the an­
thology a few days before his death : 
The multitude of his virtues are terminated 
by sadness undermining and toppling the 
greatest heights of his nobility . 
What a continuation of ills is on its ways, 
while all hope of gladness recedes. 
What is ever to become of the light of the 
sun and that of its deputy [the moon] , if this 
beacon of praise and glory be destroyed? 
T hat cruel death stopped his hand from 
wielding the sword whi le he lived in one of the 
elements, distressed us [most of all]. 
L ike a pigeon among its like, so he mingles 
with the spiri ts of the generous. 
Oh cruel piercing stroke! O h sadness that 
bring tears! Oh bad luck! Oh proud death! 
Patience! Patience! So many kings has death 
effaced so far, as writing is erased from books! 
It is not known when Arabic writing fell into 
disuse in Malta and GOZO.85 I n Sicily it is known to 
I 
to 
have persisted down to the middle years of the
:0­
thirteenth century. In the fifteenth we meet with 
the first poem in Maltese, the 'spoken Arabic' of the 
lIS Maltese people. 
ie 
Social and Economic Developments 'under 
the Arabs' 
Al Qazwini's account suggests that the Muslims in 
Malta in 1048 were divided into two classes: the 
ahrar or free men 'and the ghabfd or unfree with the 
latter outnumbering the former and obtaining com­
plete social and political equality with them in that 
year. 86 No Christians are mentioned until 1090, 
when they appear as mere captives of foreign extrac­
tion with a status which must have approximated 
closely to that of slaves. They were freed by Count 
Roger and taken out of the island by him. At the 
time Malta had its qoSd or military governor in 
overall command. 
Al Idrisi, a geographer, is the only Arab writer 
who gives some reliable facts on the economy of the 
island of Malta, admittedly in Norman times but 
certainly relevant for most or all of the proper 
Islamic period of Maltese history.87 
Away from'the island of PanteUeria at a distance of 
100 miles towards the east one fihds the island of 
Gozzo with a secure port. From Gozzo one goes to a 
small isle named Kamuna. From there going 
eastwards one finds the island of Malta. It is large 
and has a sheltered port on the east side. M alta has a 
town and abounds in pastures, sheep, fruit and 
honey. 
It 'would seem, therefore that animal husbandry 
was supplemented mainly by some horticulture and 
bee:keeping. The cultivat ion of cotton and cumin 
seed is not mentioned . Possibly they were ham­
pered by lack of suitable markets abroad, being cut 
off from the Christian world and having competing 
suppliers rather than markets in the Muslim one. 
Still, it seems that it was the Arabs who introduced 
the growing of cotton to Sicily and from there 
eventually to Malta, together with new types of 
frui t like oranges. And it seems likely that by this 
period the growing of olives and the production of 
oil from the local olive crop , apparently one of the 
mainstays of Maltese agriculture in classical times, 
had come almost to a complete end. 88 
On the other hand it is clear that corsairing was 
an important activity, carried out of course at the 
expense of Christian shipping and coastal towns. 
Count Roger found so many Christ ian captives in 
Malta that there were fears, no doubt exaggerated, 
that his vessels would founder with their weight. 
The main victims would seem to have been Greeks 
because they greeted their deliverer with shouts of 
joy in Greek.89 
The Coming of Count Roger, 1090 
Malaterra's account of the coming of Count Roger 
to Malta and Gozo in 1090 is one of the key sources 
of Malta's medieval history.9o He describes the 
preparations which Count Roger made before his 
departure from Sicily, his arrival in Malta at the 
head of his fleet, his disembarkation on horse-back 
and his routing of the islanders who opposed him 
and the devastation of the countryside for the space 
of a day or two before the island's military com­
mander, the gaitus or qayd, begged for peace. 
According to Malaterra, the terms of peace were: 
(a) the islanders ' recognition of Count Roger as 
their overlord, (b) their surrender of all war imple­
ments, (c) their promise to pay a yearly tribute, and 
Cd) their freeing of all ' their Christian captives. 
Malaterra thereupon deals with the latter, and des­
cribes how they flocked out of the town, greeting 
Count Roger with palm-leaves and cries of Kyrie 
Eleison. They were then taken by him to Sicily, 
where he offered them a free town in which to live, 
but they refused as they all preferred to return to 
their various home towns. Here it shou ld be noted 
that Malaterra never once referred to any Christ ian 
M altese inhabitants, but only to these foreign 
Christ ian captives. Again, however, this has not 
prevented most lVialtese historians from inter­
preting or amending Malaterra 's words as proofs of 
the survival of Christ ianity on the island. Although 
negative arguments do not normally carry much 
weight, Malaterra 's failure to refer to M altese 
Christians can surely not be easily explained away. 
Significantly, the M uslim inhabitants were allowed 
not merely to stay on the island, but they were 
obviously left in complete control of the adminis­
tration. This alone makes it extremely unlikely that 
there was a sizable indigenous Christian community 
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in the Maltese islands in 1090, or even in 1048 only 
forty two years previously, whether in slavery or 
enjoying the status of dhimmi normally accorded to 
conquered 'peoples of the book ' , i.e. Christians or 
Jews, by their Muslim rulers. 91 Incidentally, there 
is not a shred of documentary evidence to support 
the 'traditions ' that Count Roger rebuilt the cath­
edral and numberless churches and sanctuaries 
throughout the island, that he endowed the cath­
edral chapter and that he repaired and garrisoned 
F ort St. Angelo .92 That he gave Malta its national 
colours is now universally acknowledged in acad ­
emic quarters an impossibility. 93 
Sub-Islamic Times 
For a generation not much seems to have changed. 
N o doubt, the local Muslim corsairs had to restrict 
their activities to harming the subjects of the 
Byzantine Empire normally at loggerheads with the 
Normans of Sicily and South Italy, and possibly 
even that was banned. Finally in 1127 K ing Roger, 
the son of Count Roger , re-conquered the Maltese 
Islands in the course of his conquest of all the 
islands between Sicily and the N orth African 
coast. 94 And apparently this time he left a per­
manent Christian garrison there. From th is time 
onward s M alta was to have again a Christ ian 
administration and a Christian 'establishment ' . But 
th e growth of a Christian population seems to have 
been a very slow process. Bishop Burchard 's state­
ment in 1175 that Malta was inhabited by Saracens 
is supported by the contemporary existence of 
Muslim graves some fifty years after the second 
N orman conquest, though M alta is known to have 
had a b ishop by 11 56. 95 One might speculate that 
the L entini estates in S icily were given to the 
b ishopric of Malta at about this period when the 
diocese cou ld be considered to have been in partibus 
infidelium. Possibly at a later stage, when the Chris­
t ian community, in one way or another, had become 
the p redominant one on the island, the bishop 's 
estates in M alta itself, perhaps consisting of land 
vacated by the exiled Muslims, were acquired . I t is 
therefore clear that Islam was tolerated in Malta, as 
in Sicily, side by side with Christianity and 
Judaism, for about a century after 1127, though 
signs of communal troub le can be d iscerned in the 
pardon given in J 198 to the Christian community 
for the assassination of a Muslim. 96 Such communal 
trouble is possibly dim ly recorded in the Ghajn 
Klieb folk-tale. It is interesting and extnemely sug­
gestive that the lost original document of 11 98 was 
a bi-lingual one, the text in Latin being followed by 
one in Arabic filling nine lines in Arabic characters 
unfortunately not transcribed in the .regist er of 
which the surviving version is itself only a copy. 
F rom 1127 onwards it is probable that the 
Muslim community was headed by a qadi, a judge 
or magistrate. 
The Expulsion of the Muslim s 
One of the best-known and most detailed mediaeval 
documents of Maltese history, the report made by 
Giliberto Abate in 1240, preserved only in sum­
mary form in a text which presents many exasperat­
ing difficulties of interpretation, gives a unique set 
of figures of the relative strength of the three com­
munities of Muslims, Christians and Jews both in 
Malta and in Gozo by household : 
Malta Gozo Totals 
M uslims 681 155 836 
Christians 47 203 250 
Jews 25 8 33 
Totals 753 366 1119 
I t should be added that the totals given above do 
not belong to the text.97 Naturally, it is impossible 
to believe that as late as 1240 A.D. Malta only had 
47 Christian household s. Perhaps the text is cor­
rup t; possibly an 'M' standing for a 'thousand' was 
inadvertently dropped; possibly th e letter s for a 
number of 'hundreds ' were dropped instead; pos­
sibly the figures only apply to a specific portion of 
the Island 's population, e. g. that on the royal es­
tates. However it may be, the fi gu res as they are 
prove the survival of a large Muslim community 
even as late as 1240. I n 1249, accord ing to Ibn 
H aldun, the emperor Frederick II sent the Maltese 
M uslims into exi le together with those' of Sicily,98 
who are known from other evidence to have been 
exiled to L ucera in east central Italy after a 
rebellion in W estern Sicily in the 1220's.99 At Lucera 
we hear of R iccardus Malthesii accep ting baptism 
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as late as the year 1300,100 and in Malta much 
before that one hears of d isputes concerning the 
disposal of their property.l Ol T he disappearance of 
Islam from the M altese islands was, therefore, a 
long drawn out affair. In addit ion, one has to remem­
ber that the decree of expulsion, which has not sur­
vived, seems to have applied to Muslims only not to 
'Arabs ' or 'Moors', to a religious not to an ethnic 
group . In all probability, in Malta as in Sicily, all 
that the M uslims had to do to escape expulsion was 
to accept formal bap tism which they probably d id , 
especially if they had property to lose.' 0 2 Thus a 
sizable section probably stayed behind both in 
Malta and in Gozo, showing a pronounced pre­
ference at first for the Greek rite rath er than the 
Latin one, if they followed here the example of 
their Sicilian contemporary compatriots. A ll th is 
exp lains the survival of the Maltese language 
largely in the form it had taken during the centuries 
of Muslim hegemony, in sp ite of the steady entry 
into the islands of settlers from Europe, of soldiers, 
administrators, churchmen and merchants. 
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A silver ring with inscription'Rabbi Alia 
Wdhid' found in the Rabat cemetery. 
A Saracenic tombswne from the Muslim 
cemetery at R abat, Malta (dated post 
11 06-07) , with an inscription in modified 
Kufic characters. 
(1) ca. 1190 (17mm.); (2) William I, l1S4- 66 ( 13mm.); (3) ca. 1190 ( lOmm.); (4) A.D. 10S0 ( ISmm. ); (S) A .D. 90 1 (l9mm.); (6) 
Frederick II, 1197-12S0 (l 2mm. ); (7) William II the Good, son of William 1,1164--89 ( 10mm.); (8) ca. 1126 (24 mm.); (9) A .D. 1086 
(21mm.); ( 10) A.D. 100S (l2mm.); (11) ca. 1270 (29mm. ); (12) Tancred, 1189-94 (ISmm.); (1 3) ~a . 11 SO (26mm.); (14) Count Roger, 
1090- 1101 ( ISmm. ); ( IS) AD. 1050 (15mm.) 
Identifications are those currently accepted at the National Museum; provenance is uncertain. 
